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Across

1. Participants exposed to 

independent variable

8. Compares to a score in an 

imaginary group of 100 people

18. Unit of heredity

19. The arts and manifestations of 

human acheviment

20. Not evenly distriputed around the 

mean

22. Thread structures of acids and 

proteins

25. The study of mind, thought, 

behavior, and patterns

27. "Human beings can alter their lives 

by altering their minds"

28. Repeat reasearchers study to see if 

results are reliable

29. Somthing that is the usual

30. Entire group you would like to know 

something about

Down

2. The diffrence between highest and 

lowest scores

3. Conditions where a person lives

4. Triangle of needs

5. Help people to get better (positive 

visual thoughts)

6. A statistic stement of how likely it 

is that the result occured by chance 

alone

7. Concepts to help buisnesses work 

more effectivly

9. Participants not exposed to the 

variable

10. Compares a score to a perfect 100

11. Similair fertilized ovum, look 

exactly alike

12. Same groups of individuals over a 

long period of time

13. Person studied to seek revealing 

universal principles

14. Pure science that aims to increase 

the scientific knowledge

15. Used dolls to study childrens 

attitudes towards race

16. Work to improve the development 

of children in all schools

17. Most influencial u.s psychologist

21. First to use term psychologist

23. The score that occures most 

frequent

24. Testable prediction about outcome 

of reasearch

26. Inactive pill that has no effect


